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C4D - 10 Asset Table Tutorial Summary: 1. The
3D models of the objects in
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the scene are shown under
the scene. You can
reposition and scale the
objects by using the
selection handles that
appear. This asset table
behaves like the 3D view in
other art apps. 2. The
viewport tool is used to
switch from the 3D view
and use a 2D viewport
window. 3. The 3D
Viewport tool presents a
panel of tools that you can
use to select, edit,
transform, hide, and delete
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objects in the scene and the
object hierarchy. 5. All the
editable objects are listed
as one or more objects in
the part tree. You can
change the order of parts in
the part tree by drag and
dropping them. You can
also add or remove parts in
the part tree. 6. You can
change the object tags in
the part tree by using the
arrow key or simply by
selecting an object in the
part tree. You can change
the object tags by double3/7

clicking on the name of the
object, or you can use the +
and - sign buttons to select
objects and their tag. You
can also delete the selected
tag by pressing the Del
button. 7. Object display in
the part tree can be
changed. You can use the
zooming tool to change the
level of detail of the scene
displayed in the part tree. 8.
Objects in the scene can be
shown or hidden by using
the command icons. You
can show or hide the entire
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scene or only selected
objects or objects in the
hierarchy. 9. You can show
only those parts of the
scene that you want to work
on, by using the command
icon. 10. The object
hierarchy in the scene
behaves like the viewport
tree in other art apps. You
can rearrange the objects in
the hierarchy by using the
up and down arrow keys or
the down and up arrow
keys, and you can move an
object in the hierarchy by
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selecting the object and
pressing the Move button.
You can also drag objects
from one object group to
another group. 11. You can
expand or collapse the
entire hierarchy of objects
in the scene by using the
command icon. 12. You
can use the zooming tool to
see and work with small
objects in the scene. 13.
You can control the tilt of
the scene by using the tilt
tool. By default, the tilt tool
is displayed when you click
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on the left view
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